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right. It is a way of denying the validity of unreasonable and insane. That's a fine
the injustice done by acting in ways that recipe for eventual success.
-Kenneth Living&, Ph. D.
are diametrically opposed to it. It is a way
of counterbalancing the evil the bombing
Intellectual Property
represents. and by getting involved in it &--'
(ConfinuedJi.om Back Page)
a project in which others are involved, it
Rights
who engage in it have been persuaded that gives tangible evidence that there are lots
it has power. and that it gives them, how- of people out there who are not seeking to
As an intellectual property law attorney
ever indirectly, some degree of influence achieve their ends by violence. And you with a great appreciation ofAyn Rand's
over the future course of events ("God could emphasize the difference between philosophy and an interest in property
willing," as they say). But the power of acting in this way and simply praying for rightstheory, I was quite interestedtoread
actually changing the course of events someoneelseto take careofthings (where Murray I. Franck'sarticle intheApril 1995
with yourown hands hasalwaysbeenmuch was He when the bomb was being built in IOSJournal,"lntellectualPropertyRights:
the first place?), even pointing Are Intangibles True Property?"
Mr. Franck argues that "intangible"
out that the way that the truly
religious in the community actu- property such as "personality property"
What [we need] is some ltuman
ally make a real, tangible differ- and patents, copyrights, and tradeand Itumane, non-magical alterence
is by helping in the same marks, is actually property deserving
native to the action of prayer.
ways that you are helping. Their the protection of law. However, there
prayersarejustakindofincanta- seem to me to be several insurmounttion or ritual that serves as pre- able problems in treating intangible
morecompeiling,evenamongthereligiously lude to the really important action.
entities such as reputations and inveninclined.
Ithinkthis kindofactivitywillhelp, but tions as "property."
What you need here is some human soonerorlateritwilIoccurtoyourdaughter
F i i the very reason we need propand humane. non-magical alternative to that this is reactive and after the fact It erty rights is that we do not live in the
theactionofprayer. I think that one ofthe doesn't address the problem of why I Garden of Eden, where everything is in
things that atheists often overlook about shouldn't be afraid that this will happen to infinite abundance. Rather, some things
prayer is that it actually doesmakeadiffer- menext week That's agoodquestion,and are by their nature scarce, which means
ence to the people who practice it, though it has no easy answers. but if you can that there can be conflicts between indinot for the reasons that the religious as- restore that sense of being in control. the viduals over who gets to consume and
sume. The reason. I think, is that it gives answers that you do give will be much control various scarce goods. B-use
yousomething to do in times ofcrisis. It's easier to listen to. Those answers have to of the possibility of such conflicts and
a first step out of paralysis. The downside do with the value and importance ofbuild- the necessity of humans being able to use
is that it places most or all of the responsi- ing a society that is based on principles of physical goods to survive in the world we
bility forwhat happensnext in the handsof reason ratherthan blind faith. Promoting a must have a system of property rights that
another (nonexistent)party, but all of the world in which those kinds of beliefs and solve such conflicts by allocating specific
literature 1 know suggeststhattakingsome values are fully shared is another kind of scarce goods to specific individuals. Thus
action isthebest antidotetofeelingsoffear action that one can take to reduce the I canownand farm Blackacrc,andyoucan
and depression.
possibilityoffbtureactionslike the bomb- build a house on Greenacre,ratherthan us
Here is an opportunity to promote the ing.Butthat'spnnyabstract,andthereare eternally warring over these Pacts.
.. .-. ..,
virtue of benevolence at the same time many, many ways to do that. So
-. . . .
that you're teaching a lesson about the that's a much longer discussion
..&.... . , ,
..- .
Here is an opportuniq to Provalue of human life and reason. There are thatwillcontinue. lsuspect,over
lots of ways to do this. For example, there many years to come.
mote the virtue of benevolence at
are many disaster relief organizations
Finally, let mesay that 1think
the same time that you 're teachthat are collecting money, food. cloth- thatit'shighlylikelythatthisisall
ing a lesson about the value of
ing, and other things to help the families going to turn out well in the end.
human
and reason.
devastated by the bombing. Some of The reason I feel so confident
those are secular, and one thing to do is about that is that you are clearly
to get your daughter involved in one of thinking well and deeply about this yourHowever, intangibles such as i k
these efforts.
self. It sounds as ifyou already have good (e.g., a panicular invention which may
Here is an action one can take that communication with your daughter. and be patented under today's laws) are the
alleviates wrongfully inflicted pain and youarethereforeprovidingafinemodelof exact opposite of a scarce good: person
suffering.It feels good to do that-it feels how reasonable, sane people deal with the B may learn of and use A's idea without
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diminishing A's possession and use ofthe rights apply to seems both arbitrary and
Scarcity becomes arelevant issue when
idea. As ThomasJefferson wrote,"He who inherently vague and subjective. Patents, we consider the use of things in nature,
receives an idea fiom me, receives instruc- for example, protect "inventions" but not such as land as inputs to the process of
tion himselfwithout lessening mine: as he "abstract ideas." Thus I can get a patent on creating value. As a general rule. I would
?.,L.- ':gbt- I.;- :-e.?r :t mine, receives light a new mousetrap, while. in arecentcase(1n say that two:&nditions arm -yip? ;.,
without darkeni;lg me." (It is true that the re Trovato. 1994)theinventorofanewwayto order to appropriate things in nature and
economic value of A's idea may diminish calculate a number representing the shottest make them one's property: I ) onemust put
ifB isable to learn and use it without paying path between two points. an extremely them to some productive use. and 2) that
A for this. but property rights protect the ~sefbYtechnique, was denied patent pro- productive usemust require exclusiveconintegrity of one's property, not its value. rection because this was "merely" a math- trol over them, i.e., the right to exclude
since value isdependenton what
others.
othersarewillingtopayforit. For
Condition (2) holdsonlywhen
(Ildeas do not deserve property protecthe
is scarce- But for
example.yourhow may bemore
On the market if yo'r
things
that
one
has created, such
tion because they are not scarce goods
as
a
new
product
one's act of
has a nice
garden'
and are thus simply not property.
but you do not have a right to
creation is the source of the right,
this value at all. and your neighregardless of scarcity.
bor has every right to tear down
-David Kellqv a
his rose garden even if it reduces the value rrnatical algorithm. Why the distinction?
of your property.) Thus. ideas do not .+re not both equally beneficial to mandeserve property protection because they kind? Do not both "discoveries" require
are not scarce goods and are thus simply creative intellect? Patent law seems to
not property.
arbitrarily protect some intellectual creAnother problem with intellectual prop ations. but not others.
ertyrightsis that at leastsomeofthemseem -tV. Stephan Kinseila, West Chester, PA
to be inherently arbibary and vague. This
is in contrast to normal property rights to
tangible or corporeal objects like land and
As a general thesis about property
furniture, which have objective, rights, I think Mr. Kinsella's point about
intersubjectivelyascertainableboundaries scarcity misses the essence of the issue.
that can be determined and respected by Pmperty rights are required because man
everybody. A patent protects an inven- needs to support his life by the use of his
tionwhich isdefined inthepatent's"c1aims."
reason. The primarytask in this regard is to
but theseclaimsare much more vague than create values that satis@ human needs.
are the boundaries of normal property.
rather than relying on what we find in
There is often noobjective answerasto nature. asanimalsdo.I thereforeagreewith
whether an allegedly intiinging invention Murray Franck's premise thattheessential
is the "sameSame'
as that claimed in the patent. basis ofproperty rights lies in the phenomFurther. the scope of things that patent enon of creating value.
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IOS Journal Submissions
The 10s Journal welcomes proposals from writers for essays, reviews (books, movies, training
programs, CD-ROMs), and shorter comments (along the lines of Op-Ed pieces).The Journalespecially
encourages submissions to The Roundtable.
Thosewho are interestedinwriting forthe Journalshouldcomposea one-page letter statingthe proposed
topic, the essential argument or point of view, and the writer's qualifications (not necessarily formal) to
address the topic. Samples of your wnting also would be helpful. Letters can be sent to 10s (addressed
to theeditor); faxedto theeditor (1-718-965-2708or 1-516-324-1775); ore-mailedto the productioneditor
(dcerrnele@delphi.com).The editors will reply to all queries.
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{This final part of my letter-to-the-editor was cut from the published letter. - SK)
One final problem with intellectual property rights is that at least some of them require
legislation to be created - i.e., they would never form in a common-law system. A patent,
for example, is a monopoilstic grant by government to exclude others from using or selling
one's patented invention. It is doubtful that a rights-respecting court-based system would
create or recognize such privileges. Bruno Leoni explained in Freedom and the Law why
legislation should not be considered the primary way of making law. Legislators are incapable
of escaping special-interest influence, and are also hopelessly ignorant of the complex patterns
that naturally evolve in society, much as central economic planners cannot efficiently plan
socialist societies, as Ludwig von Mises demonstrated in the 1920s.
Thus legislators' centrally-issued commands are usually inept and have unintended
consequences. It is very unlikely that edicts issued by government employees will have
anything to do with individual rights or with what property law ought to be. For this reason
common-law type systems should be relied upon as the primary way of discovering legal
principles, and legislation should be distrusted and relegated to a strictly secondary status.
Intellectual property rights that depend on legislation for their existence are suspect on this
ground alone.
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Responsibility

Here, then, is my answer to the question I posed at the outset, the question of
what difference it makes in practice
whether one adopts the conventional
view of responsibility or the Objectivist
view. The conventional view breeds a
managerial outlook on life. People with
this outlook expect someone else to set the
rules and to reward them for following the

rules. Such people do not regard themselves as full owners oftheir own lives and
persons; they do not regard their own
happiness as an end in itself;and they do
nottakecognitiveresponsibility for choosing their values and convictions.
The Objectivist view ofresponsibility.
by contrast, says we should be entrepreneurs ofour own lives. with asense ofselfownership and commitment to happiness,
exercising reason on our own initiative
and dealing with others on the basis of
trade, not status, tradition, or obedience.
I believe in the Objectivist conception
of responsibility for philosophical reasons. I think it is the one that agrees with
the facts about human nature and values.
But I also think our society desperately
needs this conception as a way to counter
the flight from responsibility. B

infringers diminish the value of intellectual and personality property, a value
placed upon it by consumers.
2. Mr. Kinsella is correct, of course,
that no one can legitimately demand that
(ContirniedJiom Back Page)
porary. Naturally. ifthe symptoms do not the market deem his property to be of
abate. and they begin to interfere with value or. ifthe market does so deem it, that
daily fi~nctioning.professional assistance conditions remain static in order to maintain that value. Intellectual property law is
should be sought.
--Ricl1urd.4. M.b:~liak.Ph.D.. Dulla~,TY consistent with this position: it protects
inventions that leapfrog existing patents,
Intellectual and Personality
often rendering them worthless in the eyes
Property
of consumers.
3. The level of creativity required for
I wish to thank Stephen Kinsella for his
letter [IOSJournal, June 19951highlight- intellectual property protection is quite
ing several insightful challenges to the high, so that not everything new or benefiproposition that, although they are intan- cial rises to the dignity of property. For
gibles, intellectual and personality prop- example, the idea of the modem supererty are true property, entitled to legal market is not protected.
4. That there are problems in specifyrecognitionand protection.Whilemy original lecture incorporated full answerstothe ing exactly what qualifies as intellectual
issues Mr. Kinsella raises, space limita- property protection does not mean that
tions permit only a summary response intellectual property is not property. Such
problems are not more difficult than those
here.
1. Intellectual and personalityproperty involved in definingrights in the airwaves
meet the criteria of all property, namely once seemed--or in defining what quan"creation and earning." Intellectual and tity of smoke from a neighbor's barbecue
personality property are not government constitutes trespass or infringement of
grantedmonopoliesany more than is gov- one's right to the quiet enjoyment of his
ernment protection ofone's movie theater own backyard. If any of these laws is
against nonpaying trespassers. And, as is discovered to reflect a technical error, the
the case with all property, trespassers and error can be corrected.

5. Just as the common law evolved to
recognize "trespass by barbecue smoke,"
it would have evolved to recognize property in the airwaves and in intellectual
creations. But even if it could be established somehow that the common law
would never have recognized intellectual
property rights. this would not be an argument against such rights. Thecommon law
often requires legislation to correct it (for
example. in recognizing the rights of
women). Indeed it is a myth that the common law evolves to reflect. and that legislation always is in conflict with. the requirements of human nature. The same
minds that employ induction and deduction to decide a particular case, making
common law, can employ those methods
to legislate universal laws. (See Carl
Menger's Investigations into the hyethods
of the Social Sciences, 1883, pp. 223224.)
6. Finally, althoughpropertyrightshelp
to "ration" scarcity, scarcity is not the
basis ofproperty rights. The view that it is,
expressed in the third paragraph of Mr.
Kinsella's letter, appears to reverse cause
and effect in that it sees rights as a hnction
of society's needs rather than as inherent
in the individual who in turn must live in
society.
-Murray I. Franck, New York, NY B
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seem arbitrary, irrational, even oppressive. After all, much of culture consists of
rules, conventions, habits, and practices
that are taken for granted; they are, quite
literally, thecommon senseofthecommunity, and people would be understandably
baffled if they were asked to justify them
rationally from first principles. When immigrants arrive in large numbers from
culturesthat stressdifferentrulesand even
disregard those embodied in American
culture, this reduces the status of American culture.... "
But even ifwe had no further immigration, we are already a multicultural soci-
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ety. Consensus about values and beliefs
cannot be willed into existence, certainly
not in a society as diverse as that of the
United States. If we want to counter the
subjectivism that lies behind the flight
from responsibility, it is no longer an
option to teach conformity. Our only option, culturally speaking, is to teach genuine cognitive responsibility.

The Difference It Makes
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